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A tornado is a whirling wind accompanied by a funnel- shaped 
cloud and is the most violent of all storms . The wind in its 
vortex travels at a rate of 300 to 500 miles per hour. Tornadoes 
have been a menace to Oklahoma and its neighboring states for 
many years .. 
An extensive research program is being carried on by the 
School of Electrical Enc;ineering of the klahoma Institute of 
'11echnology in a.n attempt to detect the formation of a tornado 
before it reaches the ground . Vhen the results of this project 
are complete , they will be used to locate the formation of tornadoes, 
and the information will be passed on to a t~~nado tracking station. 
The purpose of this thesis is to develop a direction :finder that 
will indicat~ the direction from which sferics are arriving . 1'his 
direction finder is to be used in conjunction with equipment that 
records the waveform characteristics of a sferic discharge. 
The writer wishes to e.xpress his sincere appreeiation 
t;o Proi'essor FI. L. Jones for his many helpful suggestions 
and careful scrutiny of this material and to Professor 
A. Naeter for hia detailed rat\lading o.f the sub jeet matter .. 
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I N'rR ODU CTI ON 
Atmospheric · disturbances are technically known as sferics . 
For the past twenty- five or thirty years scientists have carried 
on extensive r•esearch projects to determine the origin and charac -
teristics of sferic disturbanc~s . 1any theories have been advanced 
as a result of these studies , and several systems have been devised 
to locate and track storms . 
One of the theories that has been _t)roposed ie that the sferics 
accompanyipg a torna o differ from those in an ordinary thunder-
storm, either in their ravef'or.m characteristics or the length of 
time for the discharge, or both. 1 , 2 This theory is being investi -
gated at the present tlme by the School of Electrical .t..1.1gineering 
of the Oklahoma Institute of Technology . 
To those who are familiar with the tornado situation .in Okla-
homa and neighborin states, it is not surprising that this subject 
should be given extensive study by the Oklaho~a Institute of Tech-
nology . A portion of an article published by the United States 
Department of Commerce is quoted. 3 11 In all the world no place is 
more favorable for tornado forrnatior .. than tho relatively flat region 
lying east of the Rocky Uountains in the United States . " 
1 :r. iller, Carl .'v'illiam, A .l:'rt-,:posed i.J.ethod of Identifying 
and Tracking '11orna<loes , L:aster of s cience 'l'hesis, uklanoma Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College , 1949 . 
2 Hutchison , J . s ., _ St,udy of Tornado dentification, .laster 
of Science ':l:'hesis , Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College , 1949 . 
3 U. S. ,leather Bur au, Tornadoes , Daily Neather 1·ap fo:r 
Juno 13 , 1949 . 
2 
A chart in this same publication shows by states , the total 
number of days in which one or more tornadoes were reported for 
a period of sixty- eight years, from 1880 to 1947 inclusive . The 
four states with the most tornado days were: h.ansas 471 , 'I1exas 374, 
Iowa 326 , and Oklahoma 225 . 
Tornadoes are the most violent of all storms, having wind 
velocities in their vortex ranging from 300 to 500 miles per hour . 
Property damages have been as high as forty-three 1 illion dollars 
in 1927, and fatalities in 1925 reached a high of 794 . 4 
For eighteen months a superhetrodyne receiver , operatin at 
200 , 000 cycles per second, has been used by the Oklahoma Institute 
of 1echnology , to detect the electrical discharges that accompany 
atmospheric disturbances. The receiver output is applied to t h e 
vertical deflecting plates of a cathode- ray oscilloscope and the 
wavefor s produced on its screen are photographed. 1l 1hese vave-
form pictures are studied in conjunction with the eat.tler bureau 
reports , so that waveforms that are known to nave been from a 
tornado can be compared \Vi t h t 10se knovm to have occurred during 
a t hunderstorm. -
To help in this work an ampl ifier that has a flat frequency 
response from 20 to 200,000 cycles per second is being built . 
The antenna for t his apparatus is a short vertical ihip antenna 
that has no directlonal characteristics . The am lifier &ill be 
used for the s ame purpose as the superhetrodyne receiver previ-
ously mentioned . 1hi s method would be sufficient if there is but 
4 Ibid . 
one atmospheric disturbance within the range of the a.,.11plifier at 
a given time . However , suppose there are two storms within the 
range of this equipment simultaneously, one a tornado an the 
other a thunderstorm. In this case the waveforms could be more 
intelligently interpreted if it were kno,m which avef arms ca:ine 
from the tornado and whi ch originated in t he thunderstorm . 1rhe 
purpose of this thesis is to develop a uirection finder that will 
indicate t he direction from which each recorded waveform is arriv-
·ing. 
CHOICE OF ANTEtNA SYSTE, 
A sferic direction finder iffers from t he conventional 
direction finder in that it must show direction instantaneously . 
This property alone makes many types of antennas unsuited for 
sferic direction finding. The reason for requiring instantaneous 
directio~ find · ng is that sferics are of a very sl ort duration, 
usually less than one- half of' one second. 
Since we need to know the direction from whic.1.1 eacL. recorded 
3 
iavefor.m is arriving , antennas tnat have directional characteristics 
but have to be rotated mechanically cannot be used . wo antenna 
systems that are suited to our needs will be discussed briefly, 
pointing out which is to be used and the reason for choosing it. 
1 . The Loo:e Antenna 
Hertz, in one of his experiments, rotated as all loop of 
wire about its axis at a mean distance from an apparatus radiating 
electro.nagnetic energy . The loop contained a small spark gap . At 
certain positions a spark would pass across the gap, H1ile at other 
positions nearby , the spark ~as not produced. nls experiment in-
dicated that the loop had directional characteristics . 
4 
In this brief discussion of the loop antenna it is sufficient 
to say that the polar diagram of a loop with dirnenslons that a.re 
small compared to the wavelength being received , is a figure eight , 
where the maximum energy received is in the pane of the loop and 
the minimum energy received is perpendicular to the plane of the 
loop , as sho1n in figure 5 . 5 The polar diagram of the loop will 
be cieveloped in detail in the theory section of' this thesis . It 
should be pointed out that this antenna has 180 degrees ambiguity , 
that is, thee m f induced into the antenna from a signal that 
makes an angle of 60 degrees with the plane of the loop, is identi -
cal to one from the same signal at 180 plus GO degrees . 
If t he ·e lectromagnetic wave that approaches the loop is verti -
cally polarized, the vertical members are active . However , if there 
is a horizontal component perpendicular to t"'"e lan~ oi' incidence 
of the ave, the horizontal members of the loop ill respond and 
there will be a resultant error in bearing. If the initial wave 
is the predominate wave, the loop will give reasonably gooa. readings 
of bearing. This type of error is known as polarization error or 
night effect . 
2 . The Adcock System 
An antenna that has two vertical members connected together 
at the bot tom is commonly called an Adcock antenna . If the hori -
zontal member connecting the vertical antennas is properly balanced 
or shielded, t he error due to the horizontal component of the elec-
tric vector of an electromagnetic wave is l ess t han that for a 
comparable loop antenna . 
5 Keen, R., ~ireless Direction Fining, p . 72 . 
One of the main disadvantages of this antenna is that it 
has the srune sensitivity as a one turn loop . An excellent de-
scription of the Adcock antenna system is given by Keen . 6 
3 . Summary of the Choice of Antenna Systems 
A balanced Adcock antenna has less error ue to night effect 
than the loo; however, the loop can be made more ser.sitive . 
aking the assumption that the 0rror due to night effec·t is ,negli -
gible , the major consicteration in choosing the antenna to be used 
is its sensitivity . Because of this assu::nption the loop antenna 
is chosen for the sferic direction finder . 
Two loo designed to be used with the U. S. Signal Corps 
BC- 433- G rnre available and a.re used in tnis sferic direction 
finder . 
6 Ibid., p . 249 . 
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CHA TER II 
HEORETlCAL CONSIDERATIO.N S OF THE LOOP N'l'EI~NA 
BLOCK DIAGRATul OF EQUIP-~IENT 
All sferic direction finders ave three distinct parts , the 
antenna , the amplifier , and the bearinb indicator . The antenna 
must 'J.ave a sensitivity that is a function of the direction from 
which the electromagnetic wave is arriving. 
Unless the electromagnetic field intensity is very strong 
or the loop has many turns , the induced voltage in the antenna is 
not great enough to actuate a bearing indicator. 
an amplifier must be placed betieen the antenna an 
indicator. 
For this reason 
the bearing 
A bearing indi cator must be used to show the direction from 
which the sferics are arriving . 
THE LOOP ANTbNNA 
7 
The directional characteris cics o an antenna are be st studied 
by the use of a plane polar diagram, wn.ich can be obtained N"ith a 
transmitter used in conjuntion d tlJ a receiver . The current in 
a receivine antenna is measured while rotating the antenna in the 
field of a transmitter . The polar diagraui of the receiving antenna 
is a polar plot of the, measured currents versus the angle of ro-
tation o:f the antenna . The polar diagra11 of the antenna as a trans -
mitting antenna can be obta·ned by exchanging the roles of the 
trans itter and receiver . 
The Rayleigh- Carson theore· relating the properties of trans -
mitting and receiving antennas states that 11 V'hatever properties an 
antenna possesses as a transmitter or radiator are maintaineu by 
8 
the same antenna when used as a receiver 11 • In the mathematical 
development of the polar diagram of a loop antenna, it is con-
sidered as a transmitting antenna . 
1 . The Mathematical Development of the Field a.ttern 
One method for determining the energy radiuted from an antenna 
is called the oynting vector met:O.od . ~Vi tn this method the antenna 
is assumed to be at the center of a very large sphere and ~he field 
produced over the surface of the s phere by the assumed current is 
calqulated . Under these circumstances t he following assumptions 
are justified. I 
1. Differences in radius vector to points on the antenna 
have a negligible effect on magnitudes . 
2 . Differences in direction of the radius to different 
points on the antenna are negli gible . 
3 . Field components decreasing faster than 1 are negligible 
r 
with respect to those decreasing as!. 
r 
4 . For purposes of finding phase differences , in figure 2 , 
r•cos mis taken as the difference i n the radius vector to 
different points on the antenna . 
In figure 2 , q ·s the radiator , is a oint on the surfa ce 
of the sphere where the field is being studied, r' is t he radius 
to t he radiating element. 
The spherical. notation illustr ated i L ;figure Z> will be used; 
where r is the radius vector to a point 1 , the angle g is between 
0.M and the Z axis , and the angle 5i is between the projection of 
OM on the XY plane and the X axis . These parameters are the spheri-
1 Ramo , Simon and ·.vhinnery, John • , Fields and ·Naves in 
Modern Radio , p . 454 . 
... 
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ca l coordinates of t he point u. Their relations to rectangul ar 
coordinates are expressed as follows, 
x = r sin Q cos p5, y = r sin~, sin p5, z = r cos 
The mutu lly perpendicular vectors are lr, 1~, 11. 
Notations that are used in this derivation are: 
A = Vector magnetic potential 
f = Current density 
v.: Velocity 
V = Volume 
w = Angular velocity 
j = - 1 
k = w = w u V 
N - Radiation vector -
'F - t he Poynting vector -
€: = Dielectric constunt 
t = Ti me 
n • Int,rin~io i.:npedanco of a dielectric 
A = ./avelength 
u = Permeability 
10 
In fi 6-ure 2 the vector potential at the poin t due to current 
in one element of the radiator q , is 
A = ( ig ejw(t-~11) dV ' 
Jv 4 11 r" 
From the preceding assumptions it follo;s 
- e - jkr ( T e j t kr t COS 
A 4 71 r ) v q 
;V'nen C 0'8 m = COS cos~· - sin~ sin Q' cos (p5 - p5i) 
where , p5 and ~,p5, are the spherical coordinate angles of 
Mand q respectivelj . The inteGral is in ependent of rand 
and is a function oi' the current, the antenna configuration 
. 
and of the direction in which the field is being calculated. 
If the integral is deflned as the radiation vector N.t then 
( ':"' j•kr• eos m 
N = Jv 1 Q 8 dV' 
and 
.. 
-A : e .. jlrr i 4: 7f'r 
·..,.•."J"kr 
= "" ( 1~ · l.'lr - lr, N 1 . ) 4-,rr ... ,::, J:Q ... . ,&· Nf 
11he Poynting :veetor P is. defined as 
E: Electric field strength 
ll 
And If = iJlagnetic intensity, and may be interpreted 
as the pot7er-densi ty flow per u:n:L t area. It. can be shotm 
upon exarnination o:f E and ii that :1,.::nas a -time average value.2 
/
'CJ j 2) J.:,,& 
If the currents in an antenna are circularly symmetrical about 
an axis, this axis may be used a$ a reference for a set of spherical 
coordinates. 'I'he vectors A and N can have only a component in the 
q direction and the total thne average power .radiated is 
Vi • 
These provisions hold foI' a circular loop antenna, that is; 
2 ""'bir1 . >J 111-:; r;. 
~·-, l * -z~·v • 
a.11 the currents in the antenna are circularly symmetrical about 
an axis os shown in figure 4. In th.is ca.se 
and I'Ifi has the same value f'or all values of ¢• 
For y5: o 
cos m • sin Q cos¢' 
Ei..!J.d. . 
I 
1:i1herefore it. is evident that the field pattern varies as a 
constant times the sin Q, where 9 = 0 is perpendicular at the plane 
of the loop. 
N¢ = C sin Q 
where C jk7Tq2r. 
Figure 5 shows the projeotlon of the radiation vector:, 'NJ6, 
on a plape passed through the sphe1"e upon whose surf'aee the .field 
is being studied, at the angle ¢ = o.. 1rhe angle Q is measured 
with 1..,espect to a. plane that is orthogonal to the plane o.f the 
loop. 
It is standard practice to use the plane containing the loop 
as -the ref'erence to which t,he angle of' radiation .from "the antenna 
is measured. An angle o:f 90 degrees must be added to the angle 
used in the preceding der1 va,tion to m.ake the results comply with 
this convention. Ma.king thi.s change we. have 
lit5 = G sin ( Q - 90 ) 
= G cos Ql 





CURRENTS IN A CIRCULAR LOOP . 
FIGS 
POLAR OfAGRA/'1 OF A LOOP ANTENNA 
13 
14 
reference lane and the radius along which Np is to be calculated . 
Figure 5 is commonly called the figure eight or cosine ctiagram 
of a loop antenna. 
Upon expanding C we get 
C. = j k 7T q2 I 
but k - w/ ue ... 
'> q2 I Vu~ then C • 2 rr ·-- f 
since t - · 1 .. )i Fu% 
and C :: 2 .,,-2 q2 I 
A • 
The area enclosed by the loop ·ant~nnh is 
A : q2 -rr ' 
where q is the radius of the loop . Substituting A in place of 
q2 in the expansion of C gives 
C= 2 7fAI • 
.A 
The value of the radiation vector becomes 
The emf induced into a one turn loop used as a receiving 
antenna can be shown to be 
emf ... 2 -,, A e nl ) cos ,e, 
where e is the fie ld intensity in volts per meter ; A is the area 
of t he loop in square meters , and A is 
magnetic wave in meters .3 
' "'' . 
h e wavelength of the electro-
2 . Graphical Development of~ Field Pattern 
The graphical development of the field pattern 0£ a loop 
antenna will be made, the loop considered as t he recetving antenna . 
3 Terman , Fredrick Emmons , Radio Engine ers Handbook, p . 813 . 
The pla.."le of the loop is a vertic1:1l plane, and only vertically 
polarized plane waves will be considered. FoI• example., the 
electric vector of the electromagnetic 11mve has no horizontal 
component,. 
Figure 6 is a vecto1 .. plot of a plane wav~. Skilling4 shows 
that the rate of flow or the electromagnetic energy- is.; 
p :;: EX H, 
where P is knovm as Poyntingt s vector. F1 .. om the theory of the 
cross produ.et, P is perpendicu'lar t~ the plar1e containing both 
15 
E and u. 5 Es- and Hz are the- only components of an electromagnetic 
wave traveling in the x d1rection.,6 
The voltage induced in a loop a.nte:a.na has the srune value 
providing the shape oi' the loop i's symmetrical about an axis, and 
the dimensions o.f the loop are small co:cnpa:r•ed to those of the wave-
length involved. 
A square .loop will be used in this graphical derivation o.f 
the field pattern of a. loop antenna. 
Fara.day noted that the voltage induced into a coil of wire 
is proportional to the change 1n f'lux linking the coil,· 
e • - g t x. 10-8 volt.s, 
where e is the indue.3d. voltage, Ji is flux, a.111,d t is t:;1:me.. The 
minus sign is from Le:nz•s.law, 11 The direction ot: an induced emf 
is such as to tend to oppose the change in fluJt:--linkage which pro-
duces it:n. 
4 Skilling, Hugh Hildreth, Fu.ndru11entals of Electric Waves, 
PP• J..31-133. 
: Phillip.s, H.B., Vector Analysis, fh 10. 
0 Sarbacher, Robert r. and Edson, William A.~ Hyper and Ultra• 
high Frequeney Engineering,. p .. 64~: 
y 
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rn.1:en a loop is placed in the field o1.' the electromagnetic 
'.7ave of; figure 6 so that the plane of the loop is the Xt plane 6 
the magnetic vector is 01.,thogonal to the plane of the loop. 11he 
m.agni tu.d~ of the flux in the immediate vicinity of th€: loop at ,tl 
given "time is uni.form, as sJJ.own in figur·e 7, li>ince the wavelength 
to be received is long cor,1pared t;;o the dimensions of.' tb.e loop. 
A loop antenna is rotated in the xnagnetic field of' figure 7 
and the effects on the flux linking the loop is noted~ The polar 
17 
diagrmn of' the loop is a polar plot oi' the f'lux linkage versus the 
,angle of rotation of .the antenna.. It ca.n be seen in.m1edlately th.at 
:r11axirn:urn flux linkage- occurs in position A-A' where '.Che pla:n.e of the 
loop is in the direction of travel of the v1c1ve, and· that when the 
plane .o:f the loop is perpend.::tcular to the direct;ion the wave is 
traveling, ther•e is no flux linkage consequently, 110 induced 
voltage or signal received. 'l'his signifies that the loop has 
directionaJ. <.fr1a1?acte1·ist:tcs.. Four,:i,"ot11er positions of the loop 
are shown at :l.nterv,.ls of 30 degrees around the, ci:c>cumferenc.e of 
a circle w}10se ra.d.hrn is OA. In tli.e posi ti.on D ... Dt there are no 
flux lines 'ch.rough. the loop" at E-E' there are 16; at t ther¢ 
tu"e 28; and. 32 at A•-A; at Bt ... B there are 28; e:ii c•-G there are 
lG, and none at 1) 1 .... D. For o:ne-:i:1alf of' a revolution of the loop 
the i'lux linkage, and hence the induced voltage, &,tart at. zero, 
increase to a maximum and tben dec1"ease to zero~ Dur1ng the next 
one-hali' of a revblution the growth of flux linkage recorn.n1ences 
at D' -D, reaches a maxi1nu.m at A-A' and falls to zero at D-D'. 
Althoug:.1'1 the sa:me number of lines are linked in t~he cr~c and E'""'E 
positions;, the li:n.t~s do not pass th.rough the loop· in the same 
di1~ectic:n as ind:tcaiterl by tl:i.e arrow·s at G' and E'; therefor{;;_, the 
18 
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FIG . 7 
i:nd:ucod voltages around the lo.op a1:>e in opposite direct;ions. 
position D' ... D .. 
Using a 11ega-tive sign to indicate the change of direction 
of c1.rrrent the :r•esu1 ts are tabulated as i'ollov,s: 








-16 -28 ·-·- ""'--~---· 
A f. -A 
.3,2 
Bt -B C I -c D'-D El •E 
.~~ -" -,28 ... 1.6 0 fl6 
F1 • -F 
+28 
It is pu1"ely arbitrary which half has a negative sign •. 
A-A t B-B 1 
.-3,2 -,..as 
using a sepies of' x•a<Ua.1 lines corresponding to the positions of 
l9 
c ... c 
+16 
the loop in f'igure "7 7 the lengths o:f ch are proportional to tlle 
values given .in Chart I .. 
11'1:d.s shows t;hat the points all lie on the circ·uxn:f'er~enoe of 
two circles, one f'or• the posit:! ve linkage and one for the negative 
linkage.. 'l111e polar plot is t;I-1e figure eigh.t or cos1J:te diagram ... 
3.. Crossed Loops 
A sferic direction finder must give an indice.tion of' bearing 
in all dh1 eetions.. 1I1his r(Dquirerrient eari be fu.lfill.ed using 
two loop antennas positioned so that their' planes a.re o;r,thogonal. 
1'¥10 loops have to be used sin.ca a single loop will not givo an ::in-
dication of bearing in a plane perp,:mdicular to the plane o:f the 
loop. The. vecta!' sut'l of the . two field patterns of the tw-o loops 
f 
is show11 in figure 9, pr•ovidin.g 'the loops a.re sui'f'iciently separated 
so that there is no cot1pling betwe~n them. 
Hor"erring ·to the block diagram of figure l., it is seen. that 
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Before proceeding w.ith the CJ:>oss:ed ... loops it will be necessary 
to establish a, few .facts eonc,erning the applicatio-n of the cathode-
ray tube as a. bearing indi.cator. 
The electron beam of a cathode-ray tube can be detleeted with 
an electrostatic or el.ectrmagnetic .field. A cathode-ray tub.e that 
employs electrostatic cietlection \.¥ill be used in this direation 
finder.. A tube of this. type has two pai.1".S of orthogonal def lee ti on 
plates.. Fig,ure lO shows the. conventional :posi.tion of the. tube; one 
set of plates deflectsthe electron beat::i in a horizontal plane, and 
the other ~et deflects the be.am ln a vertioal plM1.H The beam or 
spot on the screen of the tube will be deflected in the plu.s y 
direction ,,hen a direct voltage is appl.ied between V1 and v2 fJO 
tl1at V1 is positive with .respect to V2.. Reversing the polarity ot 
the voltage on V1. and v2 w.ill ea.use thEi spot to move in the minus 
Y direetion. Similar sta:temeuts can be ma.de with reference to Hi 
and H2 .. The spot will move i:n aeGordance with both the vertical 
and horizontal plates it' the two voltages are applied aimul,taneous-
ly. Suppose the two voltages are equal a.nd of :the proper. value .. to 
give one inch defLeetlo:n in both the X and Y direetions,, and aleo 
assume that the spot is 01 ... iginall.y. at the origin_, o, . o.f the eartesian 
coordinates. 'Ihe resultant position of. the spot will be! 
H - {x2 -
¢ -· arc 
+ y2 ..... .... 
tan. y ... X -
Vl t l ;: fi ~ l.,414 inches, 
are tan l:: 45° .. 
The resultant equal 1.414 45°; that is, the spot will be l.414 
inches i'rom the origin· along a line making a 450 angle 'i.d th the 












FIG . 10 
1 ... ever.se the direction in which the spot raove.s-. 
The el,eetron beara will trace a line along the Y axis of the 
screen o,f' the cathode ... ray tube if an alternating vol.tage i:a applied 
to the vertical deflection platea .. , Similarly, the electron. beam 
will trace a· line .along the X a.xis if an al.ternat.tng voltage is 
applied to the ho1~1zonta.l: deflection pla.te~h .. 1I.1he d-etlee·t.ion ot 
the, berun o!' a cathode-ray tube is propo,rtional to instantaneous 
vol ta.go appl,ied ;to·· the deflection plates of the, tube.. Thus the 
length o:t' the line traced on th~ soreen of, the cathode..;,,ra_y tube 
by an altei"nating .voltage is proportional to the peak. to. peak value 
of t-he voltage applied to its de.fle.ction plat:es;., 
' 
The instantari~ous values of' an alttSr:nating vol:tage deflect 
. 
the beam in a cathode-ray tube in the $rune manner e;s a diree.t voltage 
.. , ~ 
" tl . n--n-'I ' " 01 i-1e same ma(/.;)",.... 1:;uae,. Hovrever, 't;che alternating. voltage retraces 
the path of the bea..,n each cycle and will make a t1 .. ace on :the screen 
oi' the cathode-ray :tube while the . direct vo].tage will orily show 
evidence of dis.placing the spot on the screen~ If an ~l.t~rnating 
voltage is applied to both the ve1 ... tieal and 1).o;i."'izontal det'l.ection 
plates the resultant, deflection o! the .bea.n1 of' the cathode-ray 
' 
tube can be . calculated, using instantaneous valv.e.s, by th(;< s.am.e 
method smployed with direct voltages~ .· By representing.the in-
stantaneous mag;nitude of_ the voltage applied ·to the vertical de0-
.fleetion plates as Ey and that :a,pplie:d to the horizontal_ de.fleation 
plates as Ex; the 111ag.nitud?- of the resultant dei'lection at; a given 
ins ta.i."".l t is, 
and the angle o? R with respeet to the X axis is, 
are tan !x.: • Ex ' 
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If the two voltages have equal magnitudes and are in time phase,, 
the resultant d€lflection will be ~ line equal i:n length to l.·414 
times the peak to peak :magnitude of either volta3e ai3;d t.he angle 
between the line and X axis will be 45 degre,ea .. , 
Conside:ring -trie plane of: loop 1~ fie,1-ure St as the refe:t*enoe 
fro.m. whieh Q is :measured; the voltage induced into lo.op 1 frora. an 
elec ti-•omagnetic wave is, 
E1 =' B cos Q., 
arid the voltage induced into loop 2 fr.om the a~~ wave is, 
Ee= B sin 9, .., 
where B is proportional to the strength of the eleetromagr.i.etie 
fi·eld. . Loop l is eon:qected through. an ampl:i,i'ier to the ho-1:-izontal 
plates of' a cathode-ray tube.·· i'he voltage applied to 1,;he plate.a 
of the cathode ... ray tube ls, 
where Ah is the amplification ot' the amplifier 'between the l1ori .... 
zontal plates of the cathode-1 .. ay tuoe and loop l. Similar state-
:raents can be made conoe1"ning loop 2 an4 the. vertical pla te.s of the 
cathode-ray tube.. The voltage appl,.ie_d to the ve:rtieal platea is,, . 
Ev,. : B Av sill ~. 
Slm~e the plate.a of the cathode-r•ay tube are orthogonal,. the 
m.a.gµ.itude of the ;r,esul·to.nt line on the screen can be detern1ined 
by a simple rectangular parallelogram of fc.irees .. · 
Voatorially, thi.s is, as .shown in figure 11, 
ER : -{Eh.2 + Ev2 
= f B2 Ah2 eos2 Q + · B2 Av2 sin2 Q 
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E1, 
FIG. I I 
En .... B Ah2 -Av2•, ., ..... 
If' An ... Av = A -
then ER - B A .• .i.:, 
but '.rhe di1"ecti.on of ER with respect to E.b_ is tan ~·; 
· Ev = B Av ain Q • . Av, 
tan a = . E.h B .Ah cos ·'1·. ,... 11n: .. tan @ 
if A ..... ·-= II. ·v Jn.h. 
tan a : tan@ 
Co:mparing these results w:1 th the information .Previousl:y 
d.eveloped on the oatli.ode .. ray tube gives 
--
and. a = g 
tan a ta11 Q -... tan /6 
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J Th.is i.J .. lustru.tes that the resultant line on the .fac-e · o:r. the' cathode-
~"'aye tu.be ia a true indication of' the direction from whieh the. 
l 
elect~o1:1agnotic wavEt is arriving. lt ·~hould be x:aentioned that a 
lino maJ.ting an a..11gle of 45 dee..rees 1171 th ·the X-axis on the s.eope 
could indicate .a wave arriving from either 45 or 225 deg;r-ees.. Tb.is 
shows that there could be 180 degree ambiguity in tlle interpretation 
o:f the direction from whi.eh the wave is a..rriving:. 'This. ii:il not 
considered a serious handicap due to the .fact that only in verr 
fow instances a.re two storms exactly -l:BO degrees f'rom each .other 
wi tll 1"espect to the equipment. 
Might et.feet is one 0£ the most botherson1e error encountered 
in the use of the loop antenna. It is caused by an. elec.tromagnetie 
wave whose electrie .. vector is. n.ot enti:t"'ely in the vertieal. plane; 
that is, it has a horizontal oon1ponent perpendicular to the vertical 
plane; this component energizes the hor-izontal. members o.f the-
loop. Keen 7 . shows that the er:ror due to ni g.h. t e.ff eo t can be as 
large as 90 degrees. The wave front of an eleotro:magnetie wave 
is tilted .forward as it tra,relfl over a stw.fac·e that has .1.ow: con ... 
due ti vi ty., By the time the wave has t:Pave~ed a .few milos along 
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the earthts. ®.ll'f'aee tbe electric vector may have a horizontal 
c0t11ponent. Refleetion of a wave by the ionosphere )JJ.ay ¢cause a 
shift in the direction or the electrie vecto1" resulti.ng in an error 
in bearing i.ndication. In fact, the na.n,w ilnight ef.feetn was given 
this type of' error because the reflection.a are more prominent at 
ni~'lt than in the daytime. 
Assuming the original elaetro:magnet~ic wave is verti.oally-
polarized, the error in bearing will be small i.f the d.irect ,,ave 
is the predominate. wa.ve being ree~ived,., 
Attempts have been made,. :with very little. succes~.,. to eaneel . 
out the error du.e to night eff.ect in a loop.a on~ method attempted. 
was to place a. clipol.e antenna near the loop to cane.el out the 
ef':reots o:f the horizontal eompbnent of the electric fieldi, but no 
satisfactory results mi.ve been publlahefl;, and this method is not 
used ca."ID'rl.ereiall.y .,. The use of a balanced. Adcock antenna greatly 
reduee.s tb.e error due to night ei':tect:, but 1 ts low senai ti vi ty 
:makes it unsuitable .for a 8.feric dir~ction tinQ.er. 
Local l':f'feet$ 
Errors tr...at. are known as local e.f.fects are caused by trees,, 
hills" large buildings" especially tho.se with large conducting 
aurfa.ees, pov1ew lines., teleph<:m,e lines, railroad traek:.s, an,d 
7 Keen, R ... ,. l:t:t1~el~ss p.1.}'\~.ctl.op F.lnc:;U.,.ni "· PP• .. 75-'76.,., 
a IQict.,, PP-•. 234-244... · · 
similar objects near the site of the direction finder . The ideal 
site for a direction finder is at least one wavelength from such 
objects .. The antenna dll be tuned at 50 , 000 cycles per second, 
and this corresponds to a wavelength of 6000 meters .. It is 
practically impossible to find such an ideal spot. It has been 
suggested that these effects be interpreted in terms of the angle 
they subtend at the antenna . 9 If the angle ls four degrees , an 
error of three to four degrees should be used .. Smi th-Ro se and 
Barfield made tests near telephone lines and found that errors up 
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to 70 degrees were observed immediately under the telephone lines . lo 
These errors decreased rapidly as tne aistiance from the lines was 
increased, but was still a fe11 degr•ees at 120 feet . 
Direct Picku 
Direct pickup is obtained when voltages are induced' into 
component parts of the direction finder as well as in the antenna . 
'r1'1is error causes a shifting or broadening of the minimum and an 
overall distortion of the cosine diagram giving results that may 
resemble figure 12 . In fact, all errors in a loop antenna can 
produce a distortion of the cosine diagram of an ideal pattern, and 
resulting in something similar to figure 12. 
Direct pickup can be minimized by carefully shielding the 
parts of the equipment . Both electrostatic and mae;nctic shielding 
are usually necessary 
Vertical or ntennn Effect 
. ________ ... 
Figure 13 shows that the maximum induced voltage around the 
loop is 90 degrees out of ph~se 11th the flux wave that induces 
9 Ibid. , p ·. 325 . 
lO ~h- Rose , R. L, Bl4d Barfield, H. H., nThe Effect of Local 
C0ndi tic:. 13 on adio Direction-Finding Installations tt, Journal £!. 
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it,. In positions A and C the voltage induoe<;i in either ve:i?tical 
1nember of the loop is maxim.ur!l:, but aa they oppose ea<?"h "o~per at•oµ.nd 
. ' ' ' 
the loop, the resultant induced vo.lt&ge (a) is zero.. · 4lthough the 
induced voltage in el ther leg of: the loop is a. minimuw. ir.i. posit.ion 
B;, the total voltage around the loop .ia a maximum. 
Figure lt1 illustrate.s a eonventiona.l circuit for connecting 
the loop to a cathode follo,w.er. Without C2 and C3 in .the circuit 
there is an unbalance ,of impedance· to ground from the ends of the 
loop.. Th.e voltage at the terminals oi' the loop can never be equal 
because o:r this unbalance of im.pedance to ground. 'I'he e.ft'eet called 
vertical Ol .. antenna e;ffeot causes the cosine diagran1 to shift 1 ts 
mininrums or to give indefinite m:t1:dmw:r1s and a distorted. cosine 
diagrau1 similar to flgure 12 ... 
This e.ffect ;s remedied by making the impedance f'1:"'om ea.oh 
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Circn.1.i t diagrarn.s of ·the equipmez::rt are sho1im on t,wo sheets 
.for clarity. Figure 15 .shows the power• supplies and the cathcd e...., 
r•ay tube., e.nd f'igu.1 ... e 16.,, the ch:c1.1i t of the loop and .an1plifier ~ 
Since the t:;wo loops and amplifiers are identical, o:uly one dia-
g-ram v1ill be used to represent the tvm channels. 
1i1iaveforms due to. sf~Jric discharges are oi' a complex nature, 
containing f'1"eqnencies as high as several megacycles. '.111.ese com-
plex i:mveforit1s cannot be used to indieate direction i'ro:m. which 
they originate due to interfe1"ane.e f1"0:m emmuereial radio signe.ls 
and similm"' types of interi'e1~1:n;1ce. '.:Phe loop ai.vid a single stage 
of a.m9lification in ·the am.plifie1" are tuned to avoid interference 
fro:m thes.e signals. 
W.hen a sferic wavefo1.,.111 is applied to a parallel L .... c ci:t"cu.it, 
the voltage trurnn from the ci.rcu:i. t will be a damped sinusoid with 
a. frequency equal to the :r•esonant frequency of the L-C circuit~ 
'I'he 0.rro:t" chie to interfering signals w:tll be negligible provlding 
the selectivity of the tuned circuit is large·enough or the reson--
ant .frequency is remote f:t•o:m tl1e interfering signals.. A frequency 
of 50 1 000 cycles per second was ch.ose:n for the r•esonant frequency 
of this d:lrection f:tnde1 ... 
THJt · CIRCUIT 
The loops t:l:mt are to be used in this equipment al"e war 
to work in conjuntion with the Ar.rny 
BC ... 433-G radio cornpass. 
The loop coils a1.,,e enclosed in a watei ... proof alum.lnuiu shield 
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that is grounded;, to elimlnate electrostatic effects,. 'l'he coils 
are wound in such.a way that they are electrically synm.ietrieal 
with respect; to the shield,. T'ttls is done so "chat ·the capacity to 
ground i,5 s:rfttrnetrical a.round the lo,op,. 
The -loop is tuned to· :t:"esonanoe at 50·!t'O.OO cyole.s per second so 
that· the ma.ximm11 signal can be taken fro:m: ~he loop at. that frequency, 
' ' 
and the effects -or inter.fering · sign.al$ can be decreas.ed •. 
THE• 1-U!lPLIFIER 
Reference to the a.mpliiier will be interpreted to mean either 
the vertical or horizontal amplifier unless speci.ti.c reference to 
one. of them is made~ The a.:m_pli.fier consists of: a oathO.de .follower_. 
one tu.ned amplifier, one resistance coupled ruri:plii'ier and. a ph.aae 
inverter; 


























a.lte~nating voltage betwee;n the grid. and eathode 
load impedance 
grid to plate capacity 
plate ~co cathode capacity 
grid to cathode e,apaoity 
ei = alternating voltage between the control gr:td 
· :and the ground 
Rgl = grid leak resistance 
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1. The Cathode. Follower. 
~ .. •.-·,··-,·-···'· 
The loop is eo:nnect.ed to the amplifier through a cathode 
follower, ·which is conventi.onally ·spoken of as an amplifier having 
again less than unity.. The high .input. impedance and high stability 
of· a cathode follower m.ftkes it an exoellent circuit for coupling 
the loop to the- amplifier. A high impedance across the loop is 
:necessary to prevent loadl:ng o:r the tuned loop ... 
In th.e cathode follower circuit the load impedance is placed 
betivJ.een cathode .and. grotmd; the plate of ·the tube is ,connected to 
al te:rnating ground.. This dif'fers frOl:a the conventional aapli.fler 
in th11t this tyi,e o:t: :a.mplifiel" has its load impedance in the plate 
circuit,. When the voltage be,tween the. grid and cathode of the 
cathode follower is made less negative, t:;he plate e1.1.1.,rent o.f the 
tube w11J. in.crease* The ine1 ... ease · in plate cu1Tent e~uaes: tl;le 
voltage between the ,,cathode and ground to increase,. and aa. a 
result the cathode voltage f'ollows the grid voltage. This in• 
dicates the.t the gain of tho stage ce.n never be unity or greater .. 
It aan be shown that the gain of a cathode f'ollov,er is. 
A:: u RL .. l. ., . 
Pp + RL ·(~ + l). 
With good design. the gain of the cathode follower oa,n be made 
greater th.an 0.9. 
· If a cathode .fol.lov'1er has a gain of' 0.9 and a signal having 
a peak value. of 10 volts is applied between the control grid and 
ground,. t;he. alternating voltage from cathode to grom1.d is 9 volts; 
hence, the voltage aeross the grid to cathode capacitance il.s one 
volt., itpplying 'the s.am,e signal between the control gri.d and 
~ound of an amplitier with .its cathode at. al:ternating ,ground 
potential the vol:tage _aei-.oss the grid to cathode eapaei·t;ance is 
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10 voltsii The decrease in al.ter11:ttting voltage betwe$n the eathode 
~ 
and grid in the cathode folloi.ve1 ... ;, has tho efi'ect of reducing the 
•· 
capacitanc.e between .th?Se. two eler11er.rts by a,.faotor o.r (l . .,., A);,-
where A-~ EL ~-
e1 ~ 
and increasing tn:e impedance of th1 s capaoi ta.nee by the. ractoy• 
l,, . 
(1 .. A)·'" Thia makes this impedance b,igh enough so that normally 
it ean be. neglected when o.aleulating the-input impedance of the 
stage. In this diacus:sion only the input resistance wil1 be con-
sidered. Th.e input resistanct:, of'. the ·eatlwde follov.rer used in this 
equipment is equal to 
Another feature of the cathode i'oll.ovrer is that the- output 
impedan.oe is ve17 low compared tq that of an a.iuplifier. · In this 
' circuit this .factor has: very little sigr:d . .ficanc.e; but will be 
mentioned briefly•- The plate res.istance, of a ca:tho§ie follower 
is equal to the plate resistance of the tube multiplied by a 
]. 2 
factor of (it~ x) ~ .. ·The output resistanee o:f a cathode .folj..ower 
is the plate resi,tance in par.all.el with the resistan.Qe .,:fJ:"Om 
eathode to gro~d,. . 
./ 
A 6J5 triode is used in the ca~hode f ol.lov,er ·circuit .in thi.$ 
amplifier.. . Using the pl(blished values o.f plate resistance ror the 
6J5, plate resis.tanee is 7700 obnls and au· of 20, the output-re-
sistance of. _t;his ,eat.hod$ . .follower is, 
2 Ibid. .. , P• -~09,. -~ 
output resistance • . Rk · .. ~P. · 
' u + :l 
Rk +·:L_.,,·. 
uTl 
This shows that .the output resistance o:r a cathode .fol.lo¥ier is 
very much lower than that of' an amplifier •. 
2. $le . Tuned,· ~;gl.ifi~r .. 
The· output of the cathode .follower is applied to the input 
of a tuned stage· of amplif'i.aation,. The purpose or tr.is stage is 
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to increase the selectivity o:t the loop and to decrease the ef'f'eets 
o:t interference from unwanted signals ... 
11he gain of the stage is. given by .the rel.a.tiC>nahip: 
ii ..... 
t'l. -. 
where, ZL is the lotad impedane,e of the stage. The load impedanoe 
is equal to the parallel il:111)eda.nce o:f the plate resistance .o:f the: 
tube, the imp0dance of the paralle:t resonant circt~i t, and the grid 
leak resistance of the following stage... The gai:n oi: the tuned 
a:rnplifier is, 
A : -, .. ::. _, -3-72·6 
1 + ~rt t fS··· 
p gl 
where Q, is the Q of the coil.. This ,gain was not realized in th~ 
ampl1:f'1er under diseussion. 1rbis was due partially: to: the fact 
that the V?-lue of reststance and i.nduetanoe used to eal<rulat,e Q 
w~n"e tho~e listed by the manufacturer and speoif'ioatione were not 
given as to how and at w:b..at frequency ·t;hey were measured. The 
4,1 
value of resistance of the coil that is listed by the m.a.nuf.a.cturer 
:ts the di:.r•eet current resistru.1.ce. Since there is no available 
equipment to measure ,the alterna:t;lng current resist;.ance at 50,000 
cycles per second, ·che direct cu:r•rent l"'esistanc.e of the coil was 
used to calculate {:t,. Pl.acing the coil close to the chassis caused 
its effective Q to be :r·educed.· A gain of approx:imately 400 was 
realized f'or this stage Hi.th the half power points at 7.5 KC 
on each side of the mid-frequencies. 
It is to be noted that because of its hig.,"l:l transconductance, 
a 6AC7 t;ube was used in the circuit un.der discussion. 
3,. :flho ft0sista.:nc~-Coupl1,1c!. Jun;izli:('ier 
The output of' t;he tuned stage, of amplification vms c.onnected 
to the input of a_ l"esistance coupled runplii'ie:i:· ste,ge.. The gain 
control 1was placed in the cathode circuit .of the araplifier,. A 
different :phase shift fo;i:" ea.ch set;tirig of the gain control will 
result if the gain control is placed in a high impedance circuit,. 
1Jl1'.1e gain con.trol in the cathode circtt.i t eliminates having a differ• 
en-t phase shift th.x>oug:i::i. the stage for e.sich setting of the gain 
control. A 200 oh.,1 resistor W<::l.S J)la.ced in series th the gain 
control to prevent the tube from ever operating without bias. 
Phase shift.is not a cletriment .. in :this ar:1plifier .. Howave:e, 
the vertical ar.,d horizo:rrtal w.n.plif"iers. xa.u.st have the same over-all 
phase shl.ft :i.n their circuits. The plate 1oad resistor was chosen 
equal t;o the capa:ei tati ve rea.c'cance o;f' the shur.1.ting eapaci tance 
at 500 IW 11 and the e.oupling capac:i.tor was chosen so that its re .... 
actance was mnall compared to the grid-lealr .. resistor of the follovv-
ing stage at k KC. '.l'heor•et;ically, there should be no appreciable 
phase shift through the amplifi.er at 50 .KC. More gain through 
;the stage could have been realized had the plate load resistor 
been made larger, but some. phase itllift would have been evident 
with a larger p.1.ate load : resi& tor. 
The tube used ~n "this circuit is a 6SK7, which was eb.osen 
f'or this stage oi' runplificatiqn beoause of its remote cut ... off 
characteristic., 
The Phase Inverter 
~- · ... ··:··-········ 
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The output of the resistance coupled, B!ilpll!ier · wa.s .connected 
to the input of a phase inverter. ,A phase inverter of the .float ... 
ing para-phase type t"las ,chosen because it is sel.f-balane,i.ng, and 
has some gain. T'.o.e phase inverter v1as selected instead of' a trans• 
f'01"Dler because 1. t is better adapted than a commercial transtorraer 
to the frequency used,. 
In .figure 17 the phase inver•ter and its equivalent cireuit 
is shovm. The excitation of :r2 is obtained from the voltage 
developed acroas R0 by the unb~,lance of cu:r•rents of i:r1 and T2 
through R0 • The plate current of' Ti develops a vol:tage across Ro 
that is .coupled to the input of T2~ Consequently, the current of 
T2 causes a current through Ro that cancel.a out part of the voltage 
developed across R0 due to T1 • It is this unbalance o.f currenta 
that drives T2 • .In the ratio of 
it ls to be not;ed that ii.' 2.ea;t is :m.uoh. le.ss than unity* the. 
E2 
tubes will, for all practical purposes• be ba:.laneed. 1I1his will 
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a.rid if the grid leak resistors of the following stages are equal. 
It can be shown that the gain of' 1·1 is approximately 
A : l 
u..1. Re .. 
.Re + rpl ,. 
and that the gain of T2 is appro:umately 
also that the ratio of 
E2 ... 
~ -.. E1 
where N is the ga.in oi" T2. 3 
THE BEARING INDICATOR 
A cathode-ray tube is. used for· indicating th? bearing,. the 
out.put of the phase inverter being connected to the de.fleeting 
plates of this tube... The tube used, a 2APlt :has tue f'our de-
fleeting plate.s l:>r·o:ught out to pins on the base. '111.1.e tube is 
connected to the amplifler by a tbree f'.oot cable,.. The cable is 
used so as to make it possible to place the cathode-ray tube ad-
jacent to the oseillosoope, which is used to take pictures of: the 
sf'eric wave.!orm.s. In .this way 1 t is possible .·l:;o get both traces 
on the same i'ilm. .. 
A Federal Telephoni:, ~n,.d. Re,dio Corpora.ti on K-lll cable :w:a.a 
used to transfer the signal to the deflection plates- '!·he eable 
has t,wo conductors in individual insulating _tu.bing with a shield 
around the two insulators. This type of: cable was employed because 
3 \1'Jbeeler, Myron s. ;. 11 An .Analysis of Th1 .. ee Self-Balancins 
Phase Invertersi', Prooeedin~<?t' IR;§, Vol.~4, No.2,, (Feb •. 1946),, 67. 
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of its low distributed capacity and beeause the shield decreases. 
the interference between the two signals which ar.e fed to the de-
flection plates, The remainder of the connections ~vas made through 
a six conductor cable. In the :normal oper~ting condition for the 
cathode-ray tube, the bia.$ is increased to t11.e point wher•e the 
beam is. just cut o-f':f 'f A pulse from the equipment. that actuates 
the camera and records the wav~f'orms of·the sferies. will develop 
a voltage aeross R1. through Ci tb.at is sut.fieient to all.ow a trace 
to be drawn on the screen of the oa. thod.e-ray tube. · Tr.tis is done 
to prolong the li.fe of the cathode-ray tube and to simplify the 
interpretation o'f: the results. 
TI!E POWER SUPPLIES 
Th~ equipment has, both a low voltage power supply and a high 
voltage po1!',rer supply.. The low voltage power supply uses a 5Y3 
tube connected a.s a full wave recti.fier across the secondary o.f 
T1 of' figure 16.. 1rho filter ts a pi type conderiser input filter 
using two 40 micro.farad condensers, and a. smoothing choke. Across 
the output condenser a.re four one megom potentiometers used as 
positioning controls for tne deflection plates.of the cathode-ray 
tube.. Du.e to the nature of the a.rtipl:i,.f.ier a. regulated po·wer supply 
was not needed since no critical amplifier stages are present. in 
the equipment. The power supply is used to supply the power to 
both amplifiers, and als.o the positioning voltage for the cathode ... 
ray tube... Positioning of this type w.as used s.o that va.ryi,ng the 
focus or in.tensity control for the ea thode ... ray tube. would not 
change the positioning of th& traoe on the screen of the tube. 
It was necessary to use this type of' positioning due to the i'aot 
that in its normal state of operation, the electron beam. of the 
cathode-ray tube will be cut off' and will be triggered on by a 
pulse fro:m the vmvef'o:cm araplifier., 
The purpose of the high voltage power supply is to supply 
the voltages fop the electrodes of the cathode-i-•a;sr. tube.,,, It uses 
r;· r'"' ' - • 1 '1 . ·t ' ,p • t ' a .::.X::;; 1·:i.g1.1.re 6, as a het..1.f v,rave. rec l.;.l.er across · he secono.a.ry 
of T2 .. ' This power supply has both a positive an.d nega.t.;i,•e voltage 
output. 'l111ese two outputs ·,ve-Pe necessary because of' tl'.:l,e type of 
positioning used on the cathode-ray tube. '£he accelerating anode 
and the deflecting plates should be a:pproxii:nately the same potential 
for best operat:lng conditions the cathode ... ray tube. The filter 
across the positive voltage output of this power supply i.s a o.5 
:microfarad:, 600 voJ. ts vwrldng voltage, co11denser, and the filter 
fo1, the negative voltage ov_tp1.1t is a. condenser input pi filter 
using tt10 O .1 micro.farad., 2000 volts working voltage, condensers 
and a 300,000 ohm resistor. 2:'his type of filtering can be used 
because very li'l;tle c1 . 1rrerrt is drawn f'ro111 the supply .• 
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CHAPTER IV 
TESTS MADE O!i THE DIRECTION FINDER 
Preliminary tests were made on the direction .finde.r by apply-
ing the .sie:nal from an oscillator to the circuit components of the 
equipment,. 
To detenn:ine the gain oaf t11:e vert.i-cal and horizontal ampli-
fiers, the output of' an oscillator was applied between the con ... 
tol grid and grm1.nd or the cathode follower,. arid the alternating 
voltage was measured at the deflection plates of the cathode-ray 
tube... 'rhe measured gain of ea.eh ainpli.f'ier was appro.x:imately one 
:million,. The balance of the phase inverter was det;ert"llned by 
applying a signal 1 having a given ma.gn1 tude,. to its input and 
measuring the output vol ts.ge oi.' both ·tubes.. 'l1he measured gain of 
the driver vtas 60, and that of the inverter, 513.. 'fuis indicates 
a balance f'a.etor of' approximately 0.965. 
The ideal trace on the cathode-ray tube for indicating bear-
ing was shown to be a straight line in the s.ection on or-osa.ed 
I.oops .. 
The same alternating voltage was applied to the input of ea-ch 
amplifier and the trace observed on the screen of' the ~a:thode-ray 
tube v.ras a small .figure eight. '.rl'lis. pattern indicated that the 
resonant circuit was not tuned to the same frequeney.,...l 'l'he frequ.en ... 
ey of the tv-ned stage in the ho:riz.ontaJ amplifier was ac;tjusted 
and a straight line was obtained. 
Further tests. were ma.de by discharging an 80 microfarad con ... 
l Kessler, William J. and Knowles; Harold L ... , '"Direction 
Finder f'or Locating Storms, 11 Eleetronics XXI No~ 5 {:May 1948), 
106 ... l.lO, 
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denser at a distance of two feet from t;he crossed loops. '.I.1he 
pattern traced on the screen indicated tha.t t:he cr•ossed loops 
.• <. i'-" d 'l 1 " ,.., C C • a.re a.irecr;ion sens l,l. ve an·· 'C 1& reac:i.:i.ng or oearL1g was approx1-
mately that of tho angle of incidence. 
Figure 18 shows four tr·aces that indicate the readings 
obtained at 0 11 45; 90,. and 1:35 degrees; 
A picture of the dir•ection finder is sho?m in figure 19,. 
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SF£RIC DIRECTION FINDER 




Only parts for one of the amplifiers are listed s:i::nce they 
are identical,. 
Component .Part 
c5. ,... ,o 
c7,B,9,lo 
C 11 









Vt:tl.ue of Qor11J:1onent 
· 0.001 r:<if'd:, 600 v.o .. s. 
0.1 mi'd1 2000 v .. D .. c. 
40 m.f'd; 450 V .. :o., C. 
0 .... 005 :m.fd, 600 v • .o.c .. · 
0.1 :mfd., 600 V.D •. C,. 
O ... 50 nunf'd, variable 
30 :mfd.; 250 V 
1.50 mh, 100 ma 
S.u1oothing choke 
10 K, 1 watt 
1 :megoh.m:, i watt 
200 ohm, i watt 
15 K., l watt 
50 I\, i~ watt 
300 K, l Hatt 
90 }} watt 
.51 
100 J\ potorrtiometer (carbon) 
R26 
R27 , 28, 29 , 30 
R35 
250 K, l watt 
200 K, l att 
50 K, 1 ~att 
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1 megohm potentiometer (carbon) 
10 K.,, 10 watt 
Power transformer 
Secondary 700 V. R. d . S., 90 ma . 
Filaments 6 . 3V. , 3 . SA., 5V., 3A . 
Power transformer 
Secondary 700V. R. M. S., 70 ma . 








Seve1"al types of antenna..s could. have been employed in th.is 
sferic direction finder. However, the major factor considered in 
choosing the antenna to be use·d was its sensi ti vi ty" A loop 
antenna er.nploying many turns was the most sensitive antenna in• 
vestigated and for- this reason the loop was chosen as t;he di-
r·ection sensi t:t ve component .for this sf'cric direction finder. 
Both the mathematical and graphical development of the field 
pattern of a loop antenna demonstrates that this pat·cex•n takes 
the form. or a figure elgrrc. In the polar d.iagrani o:f a. loop antenna 
the maximum value is in the direction o:f the plane of the loop, 
a.nd the mlnL-uum. value is in a direction perpendieula1" to the plane 
of the antenna. 
The resultant field pa.tte.rn of two crossed loops is the vector 
sum of their individual polar diagrams'. Figure 9 is a polar p.lot 
of' the .field pattern of a pail" of crossed loops.-
A cathode-ray tu.bet employing electrostatic deflection is 
used as the bea1 ... ing indica.tor for this sf'eric direction .find.er., 
It was chosen because of its instan:taneous response: to voltages 
applied to the deflection plates. 
This sferic direction finder was developed and bu.ilt to in ... 
dicate the direction from which sferic discharges weI·e arriving. 
Sufficient equipment wa.J? not available to 111ake extensive labora-
tory tests; however, the .li.mited tests. that were made indicated 
that the evrors in the method of direction finding employed are 
small. Tho angle of: incidence of the arriving signals could not 
be :measured accurately because the distance from which the tests· 
were made was too short. Had equipment bee:n available to rllake 
the tests i'ro::m a distan.ce of several yards, instead of tlu""ee or 
four feet, 1:nore accu.rate results could have been obtained. 
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